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BULK POLAR SMECTICS.
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Molecular orientation in tilted smectics.

F IGURE: Variation of the modulus and of orientation of ξi ≡ ni − l(ni · l) in various
polar structures (P ∝ n × l).
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Prehistory.

Orientational order in polar smectics is characterized in each layer by
polar angle θi and azimuthal angle ϕi . Electric dipole polarization P i is
perpendicular to the tilt plane.
Long time (until 1998) only two polar phases were known : one-layer
ferroelectric SmC ∗ and two-layer antiferroelectric SmCA∗ .
In SmC ∗ phase ϕi − ϕi+1 ' 0 - synclinic orientation, and in SmCA∗
ϕi − ϕi+1 ' π (sign ' is due to chirality).
In 1998-2002 a number of new polar phases were discovered in X-ray
∗
∗
and optic experiments : SmCd3
, SmCd4
, and SmCα∗ (with its period from
2 to a few tens layers). Later on some other multilayer polar smectic
structures were predicted theoretically and/or discovered experimentally.
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Various polar structures.

F IGURE: Periodicity of smectic structures : SmC ∗ - one layer ; SmCA∗ - two layers ;
∗
∗
∗
∗
SmCd3
- three layers ; SmCd4
- four layers ; SmCd5
- five layers ; SmCd6
- six layers.
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Orientation ξi in polar smectics : SmC ∗ ; SmCA∗ ;
∗
∗
∗
SmCd3
; SmCd4
; SmCd6
.

F IGURE: Dashed lines show an elementary cell, and right panels show azimuthal
orientation of ξi .
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Our aim and hope.

Simplified theory with θi = const is not able to describe all experimentally
∗
observed structures (e.g., SmCd3
, where 3 layers in an elementary cell
have not equivalent environment : anticlinic orientation with two neighbors
or synclinic with one its neighbor layer and anticlinic with other).
Thus one needs the theory with the both components of the order
parameter participating in the game. It is Landau-like phenomenological
minimal model at the border between underfitting models (those that do
not explain the data well) and overfitting models (those that explain the
data too well by using too many parameters).
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Discrete Layer Landau Theory with 2-component
order parameter ξi .
The simplest Landau free energy F = F0 + F1 , where

X 1
1
F0 =
a0 ξi2 + b0 ξi4
2
4
i

and
F1 =

X
1 X
1 X
a1
ξi ξi+1 + b
[ξi × ξi+1 ]2 + a2
ξi · ξi+2
2
8
i

i

i

∗

a0 = α(T − T ), and b0 are usual Landau expansion coefficients.
F0 were described orientational ordering in isolated layers, where at T ∗
tilt order parameter were appeared (SmA - SmC transition). F1 describes
inter-layer interactions. The 1-st term - between the neighboring layers
(favoring for a1 < 0 synclinic orientation, and for a1 > 0 - anticlinic). The
2-d term describes potential barrier between synclinic and anticlinic
orientations (to get 1-st order transition), and the 3-d term for a2 > 0
describes frustrations (i.e., anticlinic orientation between i and i + 2
layers incompatible with ferro- and antiferroelectric order).
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Higher order, long range, and chiral terms.

Interaction between neighboring layers 4-th order over ξi :
X
F2 = b1
ξi2 (ξi−1 ξi + ξi ξi+1 )
i

Long range interaction between molecules separated by two layers
X
F3 = a3
ξi ξi+3
i

a3 < 0 favors synclinic orientation, whereas a3 > 0 - anticlinic one.
Lifshitz term
FL = f

X
[ξi × ξi+1 ]z
i
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Physics behind the terms.
a1 : Steric repulsion stabilizing synclinic orientation (layer overlapping
favors it) ; VdW and dipoles at the molecular ends interactions favor to
anticlinic orientation.
b : electrostatic quadrupolar interaction leads to b < 0, thus unfavorings
for planar structures and favoring structures not observed in experiments.
However entropic (diffusion) and VdW favors parallel molecular
orientations and b > 0.
Chiral energy is much smaller (although f 6= 0 is the key condition for
polar structure formation). It can broaden a bit SmCα∗ phase stability
region but does not change phase sequences and does not produce new
structures.
Long range forces come from flexo-electricity (proportional to gradients of
ξi , thus can be relevant for structures with sharp ξi variations). It leads to
a3 < 0.
Electrostatics stabilizes anti-parallel orientation of dipoles separated by
one layer, i.e., a2 > 0 and frustrations !
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Numeric procedure.

Minimization was performed by projected gradient quasi-Newton limited
memory algorithm of bound-constrained optimization (R.H. Byrd et al.,
SIAM (Society Industrial Applied Mathematics) Journal, 16, 1190 (1995).)
Procedure is repeated 102 − 105 times from different initial structures.
For commensurate phases (with n layers in an elementary cell) the
number of layers N > 5n.
Two types of boundary conditions : (i) periodic boundary conditions ; (ii)
free surface layers.
For incommensurate structures their periods were determined in a
sample central part (to avoid surface induced deformation of the
structure).
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Phase diagram for the free energy including only
F0 + F1 terms.

F IGURE: Phases are symmetric with respect to a1 /a2 = 0 line, T0 transition
temperature from non-tilted SmA phase. Model parameters : α = 0.001 K −1 ; b0 = 1 ;
a2 = 0.018 ; b = 0.035.
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It fits experimentally observed phase sequences.

Besides elementary transitions from SmA to SmC ∗ at a1 /a2 < −1 and
from SmA to SmCA∗ , at a1 /a2 > 1, there is the sequence
SmA − SmCα∗ − SmC ∗ , at −1 < a1 /a2 ≤ −0.5 and
SmA − SmCα∗ − SmCA∗ , at 1 > a1 /a2 ≥ 0.5.
For SmCα∗ at a1 /a2 < 0, angles ϕi − ϕi+1 < π/2 (structure more close to
synclinic) and for a1 /a2 > 0, in the same structure ϕi − ϕi+1 > π/2
(structure more close to anticlinic one).
SmC ∗ − SmCα∗ transition is continuous . At a1 /a2 < 0 pitch increases
and diverges at the transition, whereas at a1 /a2 > 0 pitch decreases and
equals 2 layers in SmCA∗ phase.
∗
Transitions from SmCα∗ into SmCd4
and other subphases are 1-st order
transitions.
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F0 + F1 is the minimal standard model.

Model with the following interactions : between neighboring layers, barrier
between synclinic and anticlinic configurations and frustrations describes
all experimentally observed structures : ferroelectric (SmC ∗ ), three
∗
∗
∗
antiferroectrics (SmCA∗ , SmCd4
and SmCd6
), two ferrielectrics (SmCd3
,
∗
∗
SmCd5 ), and incommensurate spiral (SmCα ).
On the contrary within the minimal model but with a frozen modulus of the
∗
∗
∗
order parameter commensurate structures SmCd3
, SmCd5
and SmCd6
∗
are never stable (SmCd3 could be stable but only with long range
interlayer interaction).
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Symmetries of the minimal standard model.

In a very narrow range of parameters some other multiperiodic
∗
∗
commensurate sub-structures can be stable : SmCd14
(between SmCd4
∗
∗
∗
∗
and SmCd5 ) ; SmCd7 (between SmCd4 and SmCd10 ).
Phase diagram is symmetric (interchange of synclinic and anticlinic
neighboring layer configurations) with respect to the central line a1 = 0 :
∗
e.g., ferroelectric SmC ∗ and ferrielectric SmCd5
structures from the left
side correspond antiferroelectric structures with doubled periods (SmCA∗ ,
∗
∗
SmCd10
) ; and conversely ferrielectric right side structures (SmCd3
and so
∗
on) correspond to doubled periods antifferoelectric structures (SmCd6
and so on) on the left side of the ”Mendeleev’s” table.
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Symmetry elements of the structures.

Antiferroectrics SmCA∗ structure : C̃2 , ⊥ to layers ; C2 , in the layer center,
|| to layer dipole polarization ; C2 in the layer interface, || to the tilt plane.
∗
Ferrielectric SmCd3
structure : C2 , in the anticlinic layer center, || to layer
dipole polarization ; C2 in the synclinic layer interface, || to the 1-st C2 ;
∗
In SmCd4
structure : C̃2 , ⊥ to layers ; C2 , in the anticlinic layer interface, ||
to tilt plane ; C2 in the synclinic layer interface, || to the layer dipole
polarization.
∗
In SmCd5
structure : C2 , || to layer polarization in the center of three-layer
cluster and another C2 || to the 1-st in the center of two-layer cluster.
∗
In SmCd6
structure : C̃2 , ⊥ to layers ; C2 , in the anticlinic layer interface, ||
to tilt plane ; C2 in the center of three-layer cluster, || to the layer dipole
polarization.
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A few comments on staircase.
In the 17-th century the Dutch physicist Ch. Huyghens observed
frequency locking.
If some parameter is varied - the system will pass through regimes that
are phase locked (rational ratio of frequences) and regimes that are not.
This is a unique situation where it makes sense to ask whether a physical
quantity is rational or irrational !
Thus, a simple pendulum that for weak coupling almost never locks onto
the driving frequency because the resonances are extremely narrow, will
for strong enough coupling always lock onto one of the infinity of resonant
frequencies.
The Devil’s staircase also shows up in periodic structures of intermetallic
compounds with long spatial periods arising from competition between
spatial periodicities. In 3D I phase consists of an infinity of high-order
locked C phases which may be separated by an infinity of trully I phases.
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Microphases in smectics are formed not Devil’s
but harmless staircase.

F IGURE: Phase locking in a system with two competing frequencies.
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3D Ising model with competing interactions.

F IGURE: The dark areas indicate high-order C phases with I phases between.
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A sort of preliminary summary. I.
∗
∗
∗
∗
In the subphases SmCd3
, SmCd6
, SmCd5
, SmCd10
and in microphases
there is variation (from layer to layer) of the modulus of the order
parameter.

For ferrielectric structures phase modulation period = modulus variation
period, whereas for antiferroelectric structures phase modulation period
= 2 (modulus variation period).
Variation of the modulus of the order parameter means modulation of
electronic density and, therefore non-resonance X-ray scattering. Thus
non-resonance scattering manifests periodicity with respect to the
modulus of the order parameter, while resonance scattering shows
periodicity in the azimuthal angle (phase of the order parameter).
Symmetric with respect to a1 = 0 line structures in the ”Mendeleev’s”
∗
∗
and SmCd6
look identical in the non-resonance
table, e.g., SmCd3
scattering data.
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Notes on experimental identification of structures.
No problems to identify experimentally the fundamental phases (SmC ∗
and SmCA∗ ).
∗
∗
∗
To measure periodicity of multilayer phases (SmCd3
, SmCd4
, SmCd6
,
∗
SmCα ) resonant X-ray scattering methods are needed. Ferrielectric
∗
phase SmCd5
is identified by electric field induced birefringence.
∗
∗
Symmetrically to the right from SmCd5
structure, antiferroelectric SmCd10
phase is stable (the structure is hardly observable, because it is stable in
a very narrow range of parameters, and electric field further suppresses
the stability region).
∗
∗
The n-layer periodicity of the SmCd3
and SmCd4
has the satellites X-ray
peaks at Qz = [1 + m((1/n) ± )]Q0 , where Q0 = π/d, m = ±1 , ±2, and
splitting ± results from chirality.
∗
∗
∗
Transition from SmCd6
to SmCd4
takes place via an intermediate SmCd5
structure.
∗
In SmCd6
structure the satellite peaks at (7/6)Q0 and (5/6)Q0 are
observed in resonant X-ray scattering and at (2/3)Q0 and (4/3)Q0 in the
non-resonant scattering.
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Azimuthal orientation ϕi (circles) and polar tilt
angles θi (diamonds).

F IGURE: In the right part - schematic tilt orientation structure.
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Extended minimal model F0 + F1 + F2 .
All known phases can be found within the minimal model. Extension is
needed to describe some observed phase transition sequences.
Biquadratic interaction b1 < 0 in the left side of the ”Mendeleev’s” table
and b1 > 0 in the right side.
”Table” (phase diagram) remains symmetric with respect to a1 = 0 line.
∗
∗
Stability regions for SmCd3
and SmCd6
are tilted to the center upon
∗
decreasing of temperature, stability region for SmCd4
structure becomes
∗
smaller, whereas stability regions for SmC and SmCA∗ phases become
broader.
∗
Two new sequences : SmA − SmCα∗ − SmCd3
− SmCA∗ and
∗
∗
∗
∗
SmA − SmCα − SmCd4 − SmCd3 − SmCA .

|a1 /a2 | < 1 does not mean anomalously large |a2 |. One might get certain
compensation of positive and negative contributions into a1 .
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Phase diagram for the free energy including only
F0 + F1 + F2 terms.

F IGURE: Phases are still symmetric with respect to a1 /a2 = 0 line. Model parameters
are the same as used before and : b1 = ±0.006 for a1 /a2 > 0 and a1 /a2 < 0
respectively.
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Extended minimal model F0 + F1 + F2 + F3 .
∗
∗
a3 < 0 stabilizes SmCd3
structure and also SmCd10
structure (but with its
∗
range of stability much smaller than that for SmCd3
.
Two typical sequences (observed experimentally) :
∗
∗
SmA − SmCα∗ − SmCd6
− SmCd4
− SmC ∗ and
∗
∗
∗
SmA − SmCα − SmCd5 − SmCd4 − SmC ∗ .
∗
∗
∗
Thermal layer fluctuations favor SmCd3
, SmCd4
and SmCd6
structures.
For large b1 we get the phase sequence
∗
∗
SmA − SmC ∗ − SmCd4
− SmCd3
− SmCA∗ very often observed
experimentally.
∗
∗
Theory predicts also microphases : SmCd8
(between SmCd3
and SmCA∗ ) ;
∗
∗
∗
SmCd10 (between SmCd4 and SmCd3 ).
∗
∗
Microphase elementary cells : SmCd8
and SmCd10
consist of two
∗
∗
∗
elementary cells of SmCd3 cells separated by one SmCd4
cell for SmCd10
∗
∗
microphase and by one cell of SmCA cell for SmCd8 microphase.
Longest phase sequence with microphases :
∗
∗
∗
∗
SmA − SmC ∗ − SmCd4
− SmCd10
− SmCd3
− SmCd8
− SmCA∗ .
Shortest phase sequence without microphases : SmA − SmC ∗ − SmCA∗ .
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Phase diagram for the free energy including
F0 + F1 + F2 + F3 terms.

F IGURE: ”Long range” forces (F3 ) with a3 < 0 breaks the symmetry with respect to
∗
∗
a1 /a2 = 0 line. Range of the stability for SmCd3
and SmCd10
phases are increased and
∗
∗
for SmCd5
and SmCd6
phases are decreased. Model parameters are the same as
before and a3 = −8 · 10−5 .
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Phase diagram with high temperature SmC ∗ and
low temperature SmCA∗ phase.

F IGURE: It requires larger values of b1 = 0.04 and a3 = −8 · 10−4 . Other material
parameters are as above.
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Temperature dependence of periods P of various
structures.

F IGURE: For a1 /a2 = 0.3 (b1 = 0.04 and a3 = −8 · 10−4 ) reentrant incommensurate
∗
SmCα∗ phase is formed between commensurate SmCd3
and SmCA∗ structures.
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The beauty and the power of the Landau theory.
Polar and chiral smectics turned out to be much more difficult and
interesting than expected.
Landau theory is a universal tool not only for liquid crystals (FFLO illusive
state of superconductors or non-uniform multiferroics).
It predicts microphases ”Harmless Staircase” with oscillating periods.
Phase transitions in harmless sequences are 1-st order phase transitions.
∗
∗
If one goes from a SmCd6
(SmCd3
) structure, every next microphase is
constructed by inserting two additional synclinic layers between ”three
up” or ”three down” clusters (a1 /a2 < 0) and between two ”two up one
down” clusters (a1 /a2 > 0).
∗
Wang et al., reported the discovery of SmCd6
structure by resonant X-ray
diffraction. Chandani et al., in the same material by the electric field
induced birefringence (the contours of constant birefringence in the
E − T phase diagram indicate the phase bordering) identified the novel
∗
subphase as SmCd5
. Landau theory resolves this contradiction.
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Calculated electric field - temperature phase
diagram.

F IGURE: Characteristic field is of the order of 0.02 V /µm
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Polar subphases.

∗
∗
F IGURE: In SmC ∗ , SmCd4
, and SmCA∗ phases the modulus ξi = const. SmCd6
and
∗
SmCd3 phases are formed by the change of the both components (modulus and
phase) of the order parameter.
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Schematic sketch for polar microphases.

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
F IGURE: SmCd5
, SmCd14
, SmCd9
are formed between SmCd6
and SmCd4
phases.
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
SmCd10 , SmCd7 , SmCd18 are formed between SmCd3 and SmCd4 .
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Schematic sketch of two staircases.
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Temperature dependence of the modulus of the
order parameter.

F IGURE: Experiments versus calculations for polar subphases formed below SmA
∗
∗
phase (in SmCd6
and in microphase SmCd5
phase, the modulus of the order
parameter has different values along the structures).
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Temperature dependence of the modulus of the
order parameter.

∗
F IGURE: Polar subphases formed between SmC ∗ and SmCA∗ phases (in SmCd3
and in
∗
∗
microphases SmCd8
and SmCd10
structures the modulus of the order parameter varies
from layer to layer).
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SOLITONS in AF SMECTICS in ELECTRIC FIELD.
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Molecular orientation and structure for SmCA∗ .

F IGURE: The layer polarization ⊥ to ξi , the helicoid axis ⊥ to the smectic layers.
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Our aim in this part.
To calculate the structure of antiferroelectric soliton in electric field within
discrete over layers Landau model with 2-component order parameter ξi
(written in the most simple form that involves the least number of
phenomenological parameters) :

X 1
X
1
1 X
F =
α(T − T ∗ )ξi2 + b0 ξi4 + a1
ξi ξi+1 + f
[ξi × ξi+1 ]z +
2
4
2
i
i
i
X
Ec
|ξi | sin ϕi
i

where c plays the role of the piezoelectric coefficient.
To get the energy barrier (and therefore 1-st order transition) between
synclinic and anticlinic configurations one can also add
X
Fbarrier = +b
[ξi × ξi+1 ]2
i

The electric field results in the unwinding of the helical structure at
E = Eh followed by the transition of the anticlinic structure to a synclinic
structure in the field Es .
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Transformation of the structure of an a.f. soliton.

F IGURE: cE = :(a)- 2.09 10−3 ; (b) - 8 10−3 ; (c) - 1.4 10−2 ; (d) - synclinic configuration
(ϕi = −π/2) at cE = 2.4 10−2 . Circles - ξi in a soliton state, diamonds - ξi in a soliton
free state. Open and closed circles denote orientation ξi in the even and odd layers.
α = 0.01 K −1 ; a1 = 0.05 ; f = 2.1 10−3 , Tc − T = 5 K ; cEh = 2.08 · 10−3 .
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A sort of summary (for b = 0) :

For a.f. soliton : anticlinic orientation of molecules in the neighboring
smectic layers
For topologically unstable ferroelectric soliton the molecular orientations
on the both sides of the soliton are the same.
The same holds for smectic layers of the same parity (parity is only
relative) in a.f.
This ensures the topological stability of the a.f. soliton, which can be
annihilated by altering the orientation ξi in the neighboring smectic layers
on one side of the soliton.
A soliton-free structure corresponds to the thermodynamically stable
state in the field E > Eh .
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ξi in even (light circles) and odd (dark circles) to
the left and to the right from a soliton.

F IGURE: The plane containing the layers with with ξi of odd i values changes its
orientation from ϕB to ϕA within angular range α and for even i orientation changes
from ϕA to ϕB within angle β ((f) - shows deformed a.f.).
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Interpretation of the results.

An increase in the electric field leads to a structural transition in which ξ0
changes its orientation by π ((c) and (d)).
If the field is small then the polarization direction in the central layer is
opposite to the electric field.
When cE > 6 10−3 , ξ0 is parallel to the electric field ((d)). The transition is
hysteretic, the both structures (c) and (d) can coexist for the same field.
The further increase in the field causes ξi in all layers are oriented in a
narrower angular range. All layers have polarization component || to the
electric field. Vectors ξi with even and odd i rotate in opposite directions.
Soliton width is a non-monotonic function of the field.
The soliton disappears upon second order transition into synclinic
ferroelectric.
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Electric-field dependence of the soliton width.
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A sort of summary (for b 6= 0) :

F IGURE: (b) , (c) , and (d) in metastable states Eh < E < Es . The solid lines connect
the points belonging to neighboring smectic layers.
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Strong electroclinic effect (θ(E) dependence).

F IGURE: Molecular tilt angle (diamonds) in a helicoid at E = 0 and (circles) in solitons
in the electric field. In (a) the polarization in the central layer is antiparallel to the field,
in (b) - parallel ; (c) is a synclinic pair.
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Interpretation of the results for b 6= 0.
Similar to systems with a 2-d order transition, a deformed a.f. ((a)) in
which ξi are oriented in two planes at the angles ϕA and ϕB is a stable
structure for Eh < E < Es .
However metastable solitons with various structures can exist in this field
range.
If the field is weak the polarization direction in the central layer is opposite
to the electric field ((b)), and for large field it is parallel.
Solitons of various structures exist in an a.f. with a barrier (e.g., synclinic
pair in a deformed a.f.).
The angle θ outside the soliton in the electric field is smaller than in the
absence of the field (negative electroclinic effect).
The electroclinic effect is positive (negative) in layers whose polarization
has a component parallel (antiparallel) to the electric field.
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THIN SMECTIC FILMS of TILTED HEXATICS.
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Transitions in 5O6 films of different thickness.

F IGURE: Dark symbols - structural transitions (from SmC to tilted hexatic structures),
open symbols - transitions with a change in the director orientation in the film. For
N = 17 an additional transition takes place (dark diamond) with a texture typical for
SmF phase.
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Results.

In bulk samples there is transition from HSmB to SmA.
In thin free standing films - tilted hexatics (SmI - the tilt direction is along
the local bonds, SmF - the tilt direction is halfway between two local
bonds, SmL - the tilt lies at an intermediate angle).
At Ts1 about Tc + 10 phase transition occurs only in surface smectic
layers (interior layers remain in SmA phase).
The next transition in the nearest to surface layer occurs at Ts2 ' Tc + 1.
Several characteristic temperatures Ti can be identified at which
qualitative changes in the film texture occur.
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Low temperature textures.

F IGURE: (a) - aperiodic domains N = 7, T = 50, 8 ; (b) - N = 200, T = 49, 1 ; (c) N = 17, T = 48, 1.
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Formation of stripe structures.

F IGURE: (a) - monodomain state SmF ; (b) SmL phase where c director may have 2
orientations with respect to bond orientational order ; (c) - net orientation in the stripes
with a jump in the director orientation at the stripe boundary (SmT2 state).
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Rationalization of the stripes.

In ferroelectric chiral smectics SmC ∗ the chiral asymmetry favors a bend
in the c director : λb ∇ × c.
The broken chiral symmetry can occur as a result of asymmetry between
the surfaces (having hexatic ordering) and the interior of the film (which is
in the SmC state). The surface induced term linear in the gradient of c
varying as λs ∇c favors a splay deformation.
Periodic stripe structure holds when the gain in the surface elasticity
(∝ λs ) exceeds domain wall energy ().
Dst '

K
λs − 

where K = (Ks + Kb )/2.
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Temperature dependence of the stripe period.

F IGURE: N = 4, solid line -theory.
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A sort of summary.
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I. Intellectual freedom is what we need to study
currently useless phenomena. If not Academic
Institutions, who will do it ?
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II. Approaching to an ultimate state of intellectual
freedom people become happier.

F IGURE: you are never too old to learn something stupid.
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